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Sheet 1

Integers
1)

In an online practice test, Sam scores 18 points for the questions he
answered correctly and gets –3 points for incorrect answers. How
many points did Sam score?

2)

The average temperature of New York in the month of July is 760F and
in the month of January is 350F. What is the difference in temperature
between the two months?

PREVIEW

3)

Gain complete access to the largest
The melting point of hydrogen is –2590C. The melting point of oxygen
collection of worksheets in all subjects!
is –2190C. How much more is the melting point of oxygen than the
melting point of hydrogen?
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The Roman Empire began in 31 B.C. and fell to the Goths in A.D. 476
How long did the Roman civilization last?
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5)

Sara burnt 300 calories working out on the treadmill. Later she
indulged in a pizza that had a calorie count of 400. Did she gain or
lose calories?
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Answer key
Sheet 1

Integers
1)

In an online practice test, Sam scores 18 points for the questions he
answered correctly and gets –3 points for incorrect answers. How
many points did Sam score?
15 points

2)

The average temperature of New York in the month of July is 760F and
in the month of January is 350F. What is the difference in temperature
between the two months?

PREVIEW

410F

3)

Gain complete access to the largest
The melting point of hydrogen is –2590C. The melting point of oxygen
collection of worksheets in all subjects!
is –2190C. How much more is the melting point of oxygen than the
melting point of hydrogen?
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The Roman Empire began in 31 B.C. and fell to the Goths in A.D. 476
How long did the Roman civilization last?
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507 years

5)

Sara burnt 300 calories working out on the treadmill. Later she
indulged in a pizza that had a calorie count of 400. Did she gain or
lose calories?
100 calories gain
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